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K&L GATES LLP 
STATE STREET FINANCIAL CENTER   ONE LINCOLN STREET   BOSTON   MA 02111 
T +1 617 261 3100  F +1 617 261 3175  klgates.com 

June 3, 2022 

By FedEx  
MLW Media LLC 
c/o Corporate Service Company 
251 Little Falls Drive 
Wilmington, DE 19808   

 
Morgan T. Nickerson 
morgan.nickerson@klgates.com 

T +1 617 261 3134 
F +1 617 261 3175 
  
 

  
Re: WWE — Cease and Desist — Trademark Infringement, False Advertising & Unfair 

and Deceptive Trade Practices 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This firm represents World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc. (“WWE”) with respect to intellectual 
property matters. As you are aware, WWE is an integrated media and entertainment company 
that has been involved in the sports entertainment business for over 35 years.  Over those years, 
WWE has made itself into one of the most popular brands in global entertainment.  At the heart 
of WWE’s success are the athletic and entertainment skills and appeal of its talent, known as 
“WWE Superstars.”  Such WWE Superstars include The Undertaker, Roman Reigns, Seth 
“Freakin” Rollins, Edge, and Triple H.   

For its Superstars, WWE creates colorful characters that generally wrestle under a trademarked 
name and are distinctively delineated with unique persona, history, relationships, music, visual 
appearance, and behavior.  WWE has an extensive licensing program to create and sell products 
featuring its intellectual property which includes licensing of the names, likenesses, and 
copyrighted characters and personas of its Superstars.  The strength of WWE’s brand and 
ownership and control over its intellectual property are among its most valuable assets.  To this 
end, WWE is the owner of all relevant intellectual property rights in several federally registered 
trademarks (the “WWE Marks”), including, but not limited to: 

• The “ENZO AMORE” trademark for “entertainment services, namely, wrestling exhibitions 
and performances by a professional wrestler and entertainer” with Registration Number 
6,091,286 (hereinafter, the “Enzo Amore Mark”); and 

• The “nWo" trademark for “clothing” with Registration Number 2,968,039 (hereinafter, the 
“nWo Mark”).  The design of the nWo Mark is protected and depicted below: 
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WWE advertises, distributes, and sells various services and products to consumers under the 
WWE Marks, including the Enzo Amore Mark and the nWo Mark, among others.  

It has come to WWE’s attention that MLW Media LLC (“MLW”) is infringing upon WWE’s 
trademarks, including the Enzo Amore Mark and the nWo Mark, to market and sell competing 
services and products.  Specifically, WWE has learned that MLW has signed former WWE talent, 
Eric Arndt.  In an unmistakable attempt to trade off of the popularity of Eric Arndt’s WWE persona, 
“Enzo Amore,” MLW has named his new character “nZo” and created merchandise, including 
clothing, which mimics the design of the nWo Mark depicted above.  

This is, unfortunately, not the first time MLW has infringed on WWE’s trademarks in a direct and 
deceptive manner.  Previously, MLW attempted to trademark WAR GAMES to promote wrestling 
matches in direct violation of WWE’s well-established ownership and use of the WAR GAMES 
Mark. Although MLW signed an agreement not to promote its product using the WAR GAMES 
Mark, MLW continues to infringe on the WAR GAMES Mark by using it to promote MLW content 
on YouTube and its website. See Agreement (attached here as Attachment A). 

MLW’s conduct amounts to trademark infringement and false advertising under the Lanham Act, 
15 U.S.C. 1051, et. seq.  Additionally, MLW’s conduct constitutes unfair competition and 
deceptive business practices.   WWE demands that MLW IMMEDIATELY cease and desist from 
the use of the WWE Marks in connection with its false advertising and sale of competing products 
and services. WWE further demands that MLW IMMEDIATELY provide an accounting of all sales 
of merchandise infringing on the Enzo Amore Mark and nWo Mark, an accounting of all revenue 
generated from videos infringing on the WAR GAMES Mark, and that MLW render to WWE all 
profits illegally obtained through MLW’s unlawful infringement. 

I. Trademark Infringement 

First, MLW’s use of the “nZo” name to market and sell content of former WWE talent, Eric Arndt, 
whose WWE Superstar name was “Enzo Amore,” amounts to a straightforward case of trademark 
infringement under the Lanham Act. The name of Eric Arndt’s new MLW persona, and 
corresponding merchandise marketing the same, is depicted below: 
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The Lanham Act prohibits the “use in commerce any reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable 
imitation of a registered mark in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distributor, or 
advertising of any goods or services on or in connection with which such use is likely to cause 
confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive….”2 

The name “nZo” is clearly designed to mimic Eric Arndt’s former WWE Superstar name, Enzo 
Amore, which is protected by the Enzo Amore Mark, and the design of the “nZo” merchandise is 
visibly intended to copy the design of the nWo Mark.  As a preliminary matter, the similarity 
between the “nZo” name and the Enzo Amore Mark is obvious, as the central and dominant part 
of each mark at issue—“nZo” and “Enzo”—is nearly identical in appearance, sound, and 
meaning.3  Notably, aural or phonetic similarity may be considered in determining the similarity of 
marks,4 and “nZo” and “Enzo” sound identical when spoken.   

Additionally, the similarities between the “nZo” design and the nWo Mark is readily apparent, as 
shown below: 

                                                 
1 Available at:  https://www.wrestlinginc.com/news/2022/05/court-bauer-nzo-gets-over/.  
2 15 U.S.C § 1114(1)(a) (emphasis added). 
3 See e.g., Lone Star Steakhouse & Saloon, Inc. v. Alpha of Va., Inc., 43 F.3d 922, 936-37 (4th Cir. 1995) 
(finding the LONE STAR GRILL mark sufficiently similar to LONE STAR STEAKHOUSE & SALOON mark); 
Pizzeria Uno Corp. v. Temple, 747 F.2d 1522 (4th Cir. 1984) (finding the TACO UNO mark sufficiently 
similar to PIZZERIA UNO mark); Sweetwater Brewing Co., LLC v. Great Am. Restaurants, Inc., 266 F. 
Supp. 2d 457, 462-63 (E.D. Va. 2003) (finding the SWEETWATER TAVERN mark sufficiently similar to 
SWEETWATER BREWING COMPANY mark). 
4 See, e.g., Roederer v. J. Garcia Carrion, S.A., 732 F. Supp. 2d 836, 869-70 (D. Minn. 2010) (recognizing 
the “aural similarity” between the CRISTAL and CRISTALINO marks”).  
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nZo Design nWo Mark 

   

 

MLW’s imitation of the Enzo and nWo Marks is intended to trade off of the goodwill WWE created 
in the Enzo Amore Superstar persona and confuse and deceive consumers into viewing and 
purchasing MLW’s services and products.  It is well recognized that intent on the part of an 
infringer to pass of its goods as the product of another creates an inference of likelihood of 
confusion, the essence of trademark infringement.5   Ultimately, MLW’s conduct deceives the 
ordinary consumer into believing that MLW’s products and services originate from, are affiliated, 
authorized, sponsored, or approved by, or are otherwise associated with the WWE, when they 
are not. 

Finally, MLW continues to promote its content using the WAR GAMES Mark in direct breach of 
an agreement with WWE and WWE’s continued ownership of and marketing of the WAR GAMES 
Mark. See Attachment A.   

 

Accordingly, MLW’s actions constitute trademark infringement and unfair competition in violation 
of federal and state laws, including the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1114, 1125(a). 

 

                                                 
5 Roederer, 732 F. Supp. 2d at 871.  
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II. False Advertising 

Furthermore, trademark law, specifically the Lanham Act, also prohibits false advertising and, 
specifically, “any false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or 
misleading representation[s] of fact, which… in commercial advertising or promotion, 
misrepresents the nature, characteristics, [or] qualities… of his or her or another person’s goods, 
services, or commercial activities….”6      

The Supreme Court recently added that the Lanham Act utilizes competitors as its enforcement 
mechanisms.  The Court explained: 

Competitors who manufacturer or distribute products have detailed 
knowledge regarding how consumers rely upon certain sales and 
marketing strategies. Their awareness of unfair competition 
practices may be far more immediate and accurate than that of 
agency rulemakers and regulators…. Lanham Act suits draw upon 
this market expertise by empowering private parties to sue 
competitors to protect their interests on a case-by-case basis.7 

Accordingly, WWE has a cause of action for trademark infringement arising out of the false 
advertisements of its competitors.8 

Here, by copying WWE’s trademarks to advertise and sell its “nZo” persona and related 
merchandise, MLW is intending to deceive the ordinary consumer into believing that marketing 
and advertisements for the “nZo” character originate from, or are affiliated, authorized, sponsored, 
or approved by WWE, or that MLW and WWE are otherwise associated, when they are not.  
Again, MLW is attempting to trade off the goodwill WWE created in the Enzo Amore Superstar 
and the Enzo Amore Mark.   

For the foregoing reasons, MLW’s actions constitute false advertising and a false designation of 
origin in violation of federal and state laws, including the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125.  

III. Unfair and Deceptive Business Practices 

In addition to the foregoing, MLW’s trademark infringement and false advertising constitutes unfair 
methods of competition and deceptive business practices pursuant to various state laws.  Certain 
states provide for double or treble damages, as well as attorneys’ fees, for violations of unfair 
competition laws.    

                                                 
6 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(B) (emphasis added). 
7 POM Wonderful LLC v. Coca-Cola Co., 134 S. Ct. 2228, 2234 (2014) (emphasis added). 
8 Id. at 116.  
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IV. Conclusion 

In order to avoid the time and expense of litigation, WWE demands that MLW IMMEDIATELY 
cease and desist from the use of the WWE Marks, including, but not limited to, the WAR GAMES 
Mark as well as the Enzo Amore Mark and the nWo Mark in connection with its false advertising 
and sale of competing products and services, including the “nZo” character.  WWE further 
demands that MLW IMMEDIATELY provide an accounting of all sales of merchandise infringing 
on the Enzo Amore Mark and nWo Mark, all revenue generated from infringement on the WAR 
GAMES Mark in videos hosted on YouTube and MLW’s website, and that MLW render to WWE 
all profits illegally obtained through MLW’s unlawful infringement. 

Please confirm within seven (7) days of the date of this letter whether MLW will comply with 
WWE’s demands.  

Nothing herein is intended by WWE, nor should it be construed by MLW, as a waiver or 
relinquishment of any rights or remedies which WWE may have in this matter, and all such rights 
and remedies are hereby specifically reserved, including, without limitation, injunctive relief, an 
accounting of damages, and treble damages in the event that litigation becomes necessary.   

Should you wish to discuss this matter, please feel free to contact me directly at 
morgan.nickerson@klgates.com.   

 Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Morgan T. Nickerson 
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